The Month Ahead May 2016: Money no enough.
Unconventional policy responses including the deployment of Negative Interest Rate Policy
(NIRP) has received much debate as well as consternation about its efficacy to restore growth for the
global economies. We have written quite extensively that it has certainly worked in preventing
contraction in growth, restored employment and stoke incipient growth in wages. We have also
observed through measurable metrics that it has lowered the cost of debt, improved financial
conditions and instigated the propensity to lend and borrow in some countries. While we agree the
sustainability of such results is still debatable, we have caution readers from ringing the death knell
on these policies. A fact to bear in mind is that as of 1Q16, Eurozone GDP has already recovered past
its 2007 level and unemployment rate and saving rates in the US are better than pre-GFC levels.
Without QE, none of these outcomes could have happen.
Recently, there has been rumblings about the introduction of helicopter money as another
variation of unorthodox policy tools. Popularised by the esteem economist, Milton Friedman,
helicopter money is the increase in discretionary public spending or tax cut financed by additional
creation of money by central banks. The manner in which helicopter money is implemented is for
central banks to deposit this newly created money directly into their respective government’s
account thereby financing government budget. The difference between the QE as we currently know
of it and helicopter money is that in QE the transmission mechanism is indirect via reduction in short
and long term interest rates while helicopter money is direct financing with the stated aim of
facilitating an expansionary fiscal responses. Besides crediting to the government coffers, the
advantages of helicopter money it avoid the crowding out effect and the risk of Ricardian’s
equivalence. However, the biggest inertia to this policy tool is that it robs off central bankers’
independence; a virtue all developed markets central bankers’ extol. But in less development
markets like China and Russia, there’s no such separation between monetary and fiscal policies.
Maybe we should all regress towards a centralised government apparatus!
While credit (pardon the pun) must be given to the Messrs Bernanke, Draghi, King and to a
lesser extent Kuroda, pouring money simply isn’t enough to get the global economy above its
purported growth potential. A collective and sizeable fiscal policy response globally is required to
achieve that. The past three years sub-par growth can be traced to the untimely reduction in fiscal
support by government despite an increasing accommodative monetary environment from the
central bankers. Across the globe, under the guise of balancing their budget, waves of austerity
policy post-GFC has negated much of monetary policy benefits to growth. Subsequent QEs have seen
the ensuing monetary multiplier effect been reduced. A negative demonstration of this misstep
would be the Japanese. Since 2013, BOJ has been the most aggressive central bank in deploying QE
including NIRP which resulted in private sector re-leveraging, a rise in inflation expectation and
accompanying higher growth in the earlier stages. But they made the same mistakes twice when
they increased the consumption tax from 5% to 8% in April 2014, much like they did in 1997. Back in
1997, this ill-timed tax hike coincided with the Asian crisis extending its run of morbid economic
fortunes for another decade. In recent times, they made the mistake from expanding fiscal deficit by
as much as 9.4% of GDP in FY3/12 but prematurely contracting it to less than 5.6% by end of last
fiscal year.

Japan – Opps I did it again (Britney)

With the markets increasingly militant about the limits of such unconventional monetary
policy, it is understandable central bankers have become more vociferous that only structural
reforms enacted by government in the long-term and facilitated with short-term fiscal shots can
pivot the global economy back to its potential.

We are of the view that such responses are on the horizon and perhaps already in motion. In
the next few para, we will outline what we believe could happen in the coming quarters globally to
dovetail monetary lubricant with fiscal upshots. We are of the opinion the G7 Summit slated this
month will be the forum several countries and institutions such as IMF will be discussing on such a
need.
China clearly has lead with an aggressive dual and coordinated pillars of monetary and fiscal
policies enacted since 2Q15. While last month’s credit data have slowed from a very strong 1Q16,
we believe their stance remains accommodative and expansionary on both fronts. We believe Japan
will be the next to deliver this much needed panacea. We believe the consumption tax hike will be
postponed when debated in July followed with a fiscal package that could amount to JPY 6-7 trillion
targeting urban infrastructure and energy projects funded by low or even negative interest lending
by government led institutions. We think Japan could use the G7 Summit to announce such an
intention. We think UK could next in line given the slippage the economy has already seen even
without the hanging albatross of a Brexit. While an outright reversal of current tightening budgetary

can only happen if there is UK choose to leave Euro, we believe is highly plausible the pace of further
tightening will ease if they elect to remain. Timeline could come only after Brexit referendum on 23rd
June.
Aside from China and Japan that will follow this script, we believe India and Korea will also
enact stronger fiscal responses in their current fiscal year. For example in India, the government has
already budgeted 24% increase in infrastructure spending in FY17 which by itself amounts to 2.8% of
GDP. Moreover, the government has already budget for an increase in government employee wages.
Over in Korea they are looking to turn on the monetary levers first with the ruling Saenuri Party
proposing a “Korea-style monetary easing” urging the Bank of Korea to purchase bonds issued by the
Korea Development Bank (KDB), mainly to boost the KDB’s ability to restructure heavily indebted
loss-making companies in the shipping and shipbuilding industries. The BOK is generally supportive
of the government’s plan to improve the capital structure of KDB and KEXIM including capital
injection, buying hybrid bonds and even using current lending facility to increase these two agencies
banks’ capital thereby allowing them to restructure moribund sectors as well as support fledging
industries.
In the US the timeline and the form of fiscal response are less obvious with the upcoming
elections obfuscating further. However if we look beyond the entertaining campaign rhetoric, there
are some common priorities for both Trump and Clinton. Both have advocated a significant boost in
infrastructure investment, for example. Sec. Clinton has an explicit proposal to add an additional
$275 billion to federal infrastructure spending over the next five years; Mr. Trump has not made a
detailed proposal but has alluded to significant new infrastructure spending as well. While Sec.
Clinton has not detailed a corporate tax reform plan, some aspects of Mr. Trump’s appear closer to
the current administration’s proposal than to Republican plans in Congress.
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It’s Time (Imagine Dragons)

Back to economic ticker watching. Our central thesis of strong employment and even
stronger consumer spending bootstrapping manufacturing resurgence in 2Q16 remain intact. In fact
a sense of dejavu sets in for this writer as it has been three years running that we have a repeat of
weak 1Q followed by strong 2Q for most global economies. Last Friday data from US core retail sales
underscores the first hypothesis. Total retail sales increased 1.3% in April while core retail sales
increased 0.9% and there were notable upward revisions to results for prior months. Current data
shows total retail sales were up 4.9% saar in the three months through April and core retail sales
were up 6.0% leading to real consumer spending increased 3.4% over the past three months, higher
than consensus forecast by a good 100 ppt. Latest global all industry PMI indices in April supports
the second tenet. Global PMI was up 0.1pt in April building on 0.7p gain in Mar. At this level, it
corresponds to 2.3% ar gain in global GDP in line with consensus forecast for 2Q16 and is a jump
from estimated 1.9% in 1Q16. Furthermore, inventory declined further while new orders staying in
expansionary level.

4M16 US Retail Sales exceeding consensus

April Global PMIs build on Mar gains

As services PMI improved while finished good inventory declined on the back of little change
in new orders index; stays in expansionary level. An inventory rebuilding phase is way overdue.

Asset Allocation Strategy:
With our thesis of an accelerating 2Q16 and a hopeful prayer of concerted fiscal responses in
the coming quarters, our view to overweight equities remains intact. However, we prefer to look for
income rather than outright growth trades and we elaborated within each asset classes below.
Equities: Overweight (maintain Overweight EM, upgrade US to Overweight from Neutral, Neutral
in Europe but Japan remains Underweight)
At the country level, we retain EM Overweight but switched our Overweight from Europe to the US
on concerns of Brexit for the former and sector preferences in energy, industrials and IoT in the US.
We are watching and waiting for Japan’s fiscal policy. However, the key alteration is our willingness
to trade reflationary trades such as industrials and commodities for dividend yielding strategy in the
coming months. The safety of low-beta dividend strategy is a better volatility adjusted strategy for
the coming months as we head into the last inning of this stellar equity bull markets since 2009
further curtailed with at best fair valuation in the US. There is the imminent risk of earnings
downgrade in Japan while China is stuck in a value-trap, the Sell-in-May-and-go-away adage looms

even larger. While small cap exposure and L/S managers will remain in our portfolio from an alpha
generation perspective, overweight dividend strategies like REITs in Japan and Europe, high dividend
yields in US and Europe financials and dividend-oriented fund managers are preferred option in our
overweight stance in equities.
Bonds : Underweight
Credit spreads and the plan to shorten duration will be the key strategies for the coming months.
We very much favor credit spreads as a good source of income. Spreads remain above historic
average in most markets and given our positive view of oil we prefer HY credit over out-right
positions in equity in the same space. Similarly, we prefer EM credit overweight than EM equities
due to valuations. Given we are at a cusp of oil induced inflation which could be further catalyzed by
rising wages, we believe the current yield curve is too complacent about the number of times and
magnitude of Fed hikes in 2016. Shorten duration in UST for risk-off hedge, look to add TIPS and US
financials for Fed hikes in early July unless we have Brexit.
Commodities: Neutral
We continue to prefer oil and would look to add Gold in sync with our rising inflation view. We
prefer to own oil related credit over outright or equities.
FX: Reversing our call and look to revert to our long-standing USD hegemony view.
Near term, we think DXY has found a bottom but we are not expecting significant rally until July.
Exiting our longs in Yen and EUR.
Alternatives Investments: Increasing for non-correlated market returns
We have added a quantitative trend follower manager that has very low correlation to both stocks
and bonds in addition to our allocation to US and Asia L/S equity managers.
We have also been very bullish about real estate particularly in Europe and Japan.
Cash: Underweight.

Featured Picture/Quote:
Prince on capital. RIP your Purple Highness.
"All people care about nowadays is getting paid, so they try to do just what the audience wants them
to do. I'd rather give people what they need rather than just what they want."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFXZNt4oLkE
Enjoy this.

